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Cryo-EM structure of the bifunctional secretin complex of *Thermus thermophilus*
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**Figure 1.** Electron micrograph of PilQ complex and selected 2D class averages. Typical micrograph of purified WT PilQ recorded at 1.8 μm defocus. Individual PilQ particles are clearly recognizable, either as frequent side-views (blue boxes) or less frequent top-views (green boxes). Insets show a selection of 2D class averages. Class I to IV were obtained by averaging 1096, 935, 728, and 691 particles respectively. Class II (2x magnification) shows the salient features of the PilQ complex with Gate 1 and 2 (blue lines), rings N5 to N0 (red lines) forming the tail (dark blue bracket) and the cap (pink bracket) containing the secretin domain (yellow bracket). Classes III and IV indicate a rocking motion of the cap and N5 ring relative to the long axis of PilQ, with a hinge at the N4 ring. Green arrow, detergent micelle (DDM).
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Figure 1—figure supplement 1. Assessment of PilQ symmetry and oligomeric state. (A) 2D class average of 27 top views, which was not sufficiently clear for an unambiguous assessment of rotational symmetry. (B) The same 2D class average with 13-fold rotation symmetry applied. (C) Applying 12-fold symmetry (Collins et al., 2001) resulted in a featureless ring. (D) Low-pass filtering to 4 Å enhances the contrast of a typical top view of the complex. Randomly rotated copies (n = 50) of the top view in (D) were subjected to multivariate statistical analysis. An annular mask excluded the noise and limited the analysis to the features of the ring. (E) The first eigenimage, showing the average of all images and the annular mask. (F) The second eigenimage shows 13 distinct positive (blue arrowheads) and negative features, indicating 13-fold rotational symmetry.
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Figure 2. Effects of recentering in 2D and 3D reconstruction. (A) Typical 2D class average of 600 PilQ particles. (B–E) Reference-free 2D classification of the same particle subset after residual signal subtraction (RSS) and recentering, which enhances high-resolution features (red arrows) in the cap (B).
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ring (C), N2N3 ring pair (D), and the N0N1 ring pair (E). (F–H) The improvement upon applying a combination of RSS and recentering is evident after 3D refinement. (F) Standard reconstruction yields a map of ~20 Å resolution. (G) Reconstructing the cap module (pink) and tail module (blue) separately using the RSS procedure improves the resolution to 15 Å. (H) Combination of RSS and recentering after dividing the PilQ complex into four modules doubled the resolution to 7 Å. Images were realigned, classified and refined independently for the cap and N5 ring (1763 particles, orange), N4 ring (3888 particles, yellow), N2N3 ring pair (1585 particles, light green) and N0N1 ring pair (2685 particles, blue). Secondary structure features were resolved in all component maps, revealing the single-polypeptide chain connections between the N0N1 and N2N3 ring pairs. (I) The recentering procedure does not introduce overfitting, as independently aligned and refined modules (N0N1 and N2N3) display consistent features. Features of the N2 ring along with N1-N2 linker region from both modules (blue and green) show maximal overlap. The position of the outer membrane (OM) is indicated by a transparent grey bar.
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Figure 2—figure supplement 1. FSC curves and refinement statistics. FSC curves (top panel) of independently aligned and refined secretin-N5 rings (orange), N4 rings (yellow), the N2N3 (green) and N0N1 ring pairs (blue) after applying a combination of RSS and recentering. The dashed line marks the 0.143 FSC threshold. The lower panel shows 3D reconstruction statistics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard projection matching</th>
<th>RSS</th>
<th>CAP</th>
<th>N4</th>
<th>N3N2</th>
<th>N0N1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Resolution (Å)</td>
<td>20.4</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>7.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alignment accuracy (degrees)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAM required (Gb)</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Figure 3. Fit of the PilQ model. (A) Independent reconstructions of the four modules after recentering combined into a single high-resolution map (grey), as indicated by the low-resolution envelope of the entire complex (transparent light blue). (B) Atomic model of C$_{13}$ symmetric PilQ complex.
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(rainbow colored by chain) fitted into maps of individual modules after MDFF refinement (Trabuco et al., 2008). (C) Cross section of (B), showing the position of gates 1 and 2 relative to the outer membrane (grey bar) and the overall fit of individual domains into each ring. The density of the crown region outside the outer membrane is not accounted for by the PilQ sequence. (D) Top and side views indicating the helical arrangement of PilQ protomers (one protomer red) around the central symmetry axis. (E) Per voxel local cross-correlation values (CC) of C13 symmetric model-derived maps and REP-reconstructed EM maps (outlines) were computed and used to color (red-white-blue) the atomic models (shown as spheres) before MDFF to highlight model/map correspondence.
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Figure 3—figure supplement 1. Sequence alignments of PilQ domains. Homology models were based on sequence alignment of individual PilQ domains with their respective best hit PDB structure templates (Table 1). The predicted secondary structure and DSSP-assigned secondary structure for the templates are indicated by coloured bars (alpha helices: red, beta strands: green).
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Figure 3—figure supplement 2. Gates of PilQ complex. (A) Cross section along the central axis of the PilQ map (transparent grey). The position of Gates 1 and 2 in the PilQ complex in the sub-tomogram average of the non-piliated, closed state (EMD-3021; Gold et al., 2015) (center) is indicated. The crown module (red) and Gate 1 (orange box) are shown on the left. Gate two is formed by the N1N0 ring pair in the blue box (right). The fitted homology model is rainbow-colored by residue. (B) Top and bottom views of clipped density maps of Gate 1 (left) and Gate 2 (right). The lower panels show the map density with fitted PilQ domains. The Gate one aperture consists of bifurcated density segments that are visible in the cross sections of Figure 3—figure supplement 2 continued on next page
side views (Figure 3C). This feature is conserved in the gates of other secretins (see Figure 4—figure supplement 1). Note that the apertures of both gates consist of loop segments in the secretin domain (Gate 1) and N1 domain (Gate 2).
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Figure 3—figure supplement 3. Alternative linker models connecting N3 and N4 rings. PilQ domains N3 and N4 are connected by a 17-residue linker. There is no clear map density between N3 and N4, but the inter-ring distance constrains the possible connectivity between the C-terminus of N3 and the N-terminus of N4. Domains are most likely offset by one or two along the ring, resulting in alternative models with either right-handed (green dashed lines) or left-handed helicity (red dashed lines). The connection is closest in the model with a domain offset of one and right-handed helicity (green linker segment).
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Figure 3—figure supplement 4. Assessment of the PilQ domain fits. (A) Location of individual PilQ domains along a single protomer showing the best fit models before (grey) and after MDFF refinement (cyan). (B) Individual PilQ protomer domain models were used in exhaustive Euler angle sampling to obtain multiple fits (red, n = 10000) ranked by their cross-correlation (CC) values. The red lines indicate the mean CC value along with the standard error of the mean (green). The best initial fits (grey lines) span the protomer domain density and have the highest CC values. Upon MDFF refinement of the initial fits CC values increase (cyan lines).
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Figure 3—figure supplement 5. Model refinement. Initial best fits (grey) of PilQ domains into corresponding ring-modules density maps after 6D search. The localization information of the individual domains within the ring modules was obtained from domain deletion mutations described in D’Imprima et al. eLife 2017;6:e30483. DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.30483
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previously (Salzer et al., 2016). The initial fits were used to build C12 symmetric atomic models of the individual rings followed by refinement using a Molecular Dynamics Flexible Fitting procedure (MDFF) to obtain the final model (cyan). The refinement procedure improved the overall fit into the individual maps with minor or no changes to the central domain scaffolds, thereby confirming that the folds derived from template structures are preserved in PilQ. The N- and C-termini of the individual domains of the N0N1 fragment undergo local rearrangement to fit better into the density map during the MDFF runs, despite using a weak coupling of MD forces to the map derived density gradient (\(g = 0.3\)).
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Figure 4. Comparison of different secretion systems with \textit{T. thermophilus} PilQ. Cryo-EM maps of seven different secretion systems aligned against the OM (grey bar) indicate two major classes. (A) \textit{E. coli} R388 T4SS, \textit{S. enterica} serovar \textit{typhimurium} T3SS (consisting of proteins InvG, PrgK and PrgH), \textit{E. coli} K12 T2SS and \textit{P. aeruginosa} PilQ do not have any density outside the OM (grey bar). (B) \textit{T. thermophilus} PilQ, \textit{N. meningitidis} PilQ and \textit{V. cholerae} GspD display a conical density outside the OM. Red arrows indicate poorly resolved regions of the N-terminal domains. (C) The structure of the lip domain (-\alpha\beta-\alpha\beta-; cyan) is resolved in \textit{V. cholerae} GspD (left) and forms the feature outside the OM in (B), but it is absent in PilQ from \textit{T. thermophilus} (right). (D) Multiple sequence alignment of secretin domains from well-characterized complexes indicates that the lip region (cyan) and the C-terminal helical segments (olive) are absent in all PilQ homologues. We conclude that the features outside the OM (B) are not formed by the PilQ protomer.
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Figure 4—figure supplement 1. Comparison of secretin domains of different secretion systems. Cross sections through the cryo-EM maps indicate structurally conserved features in the secretin domain. All maps are low-pass filtered to the same nominal resolution (7 Å).
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Figure 5. PilQ mutants K728A and R730A destabilize the crown module. (A) EM map of PilQ complex with fitted model (rainbow-colored from N to C terminus). Residues R730 and K728 (dark blue) are located just below the detergent belt (grey bar), close to the TM region of PilQ in the modeled homo-oligomer. Cross section through the cap region showing the crown module (red) above the OM surface. (B and C) Class averages of negatively stained PilQ-K728A/R730A (B) and wt-PilQ (C) obtained by averaging 374 and 3730 particles, respectively. The crown is absent in PilQ-KR, which shows weak, fuzzy densities instead, indicating that the crown is disordered.
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Figure 6. Stability of the PilQ-KR variants and twitching motility assay. (A, B) Stability of purified PilQ wildtype and PilQ-KR as indicated by SDS-PAGE (A) and Western blot analysis using PilQ antibodies (1:13000) (B) of membrane extracts boiled for 30 min in SDS sample buffer. (C) Contrast-inverted images of culture plates to quantify the twitching motility of the *T. thermophilus* strains (Scale bar = 5 mm).
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Figure 7. Comparison of *T. thermophilus* T4PS complex in situ to detergent-solubilized PilQ. Cross section of sub-tomogram averages of piliated (light blue) and unpiliated T4PS (light yellow) (Gold et al., 2015) with superposed 7 Å cryo-EM structure of PilQ complex.
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